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Background:  Human studies have found abnormal regional cardiac mechanics, e.g. decreased systolic strain, during the transition from 
hypertension (HTN) to heart failure (HF). Whether these changes are due to HTN alone vs. associated comorbidities is unclear. We hypothesized that 
decreased regional systolic strain occurs in an animal model of HTN (spontaneously hypertensive rat [SHR]) during the transition from HTN to HF 
and precedes reduction in EF. 
Methods:  Echo, tissue Doppler, and speckle tracking imaging (STI) were performed in 26 SHR and 26 age-matched control (WKY) rats (ages 2-16 
mo). Rats were grouped into 4 categories: WKY young, WKY mid-age, SHR young (HTN), and SHR mid-age (LVH) for comparison purposes. 
Results:  SHR-LVH exhibited diastolic dysfunction (DD; i.e. reduced E’ and elevated E/E’) compared to SHR-HTN and WKY controls. EF and radial 
systolic strain were preserved in SHR vs. WKY; however, circumferential systolic strain was reduced in the LAD and RCA regions in SHR vs. WKY 
(Figure). Circumferential strain in the LAD territory was inversely correlated with mean arterial pressure (r=-0.46; p<0.001).
Conclusions:  STI in the SHR is feasible and identifies abnormal cardiac mechanics during the transition from HTN to HF, characterized by: 1) 
DD, 2) decreased regional circumferential systolic strain and 3) preserved radial systolic strain and EF. These findings suggest that HTN induces 
subclinical LV systolic dysfunction, particularly in the LAD territory, prior to reduction in EF.
